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Neural Loop Combiner: Neural Network Models For Assessing The Compatibility of Loops

Assessing the Compatibility of Loops

➤ Help music producer to navigate the loops library 

     efficiently by music loops compatibility estimation

➤ Most of previous works focus on rule-based 

     compatibility estimation

➤ Neural Network can capture more complicated 

     compatible relationship

Free Music Archive (FMA) datasets [1]

➤ Genre: Hip-Hop only

Objective Evaluation (Table. 2)

➤ CNN works better for the classification-based 

     metrics and Siamese NN works better for the 

     ranking-based metrics

➤ CNN with reverse negative sampling performs 

     the best in classification-based metrics

➤ Siamese NN with random sampling  performs 

     the best in ranking-based metrics

Subjective Evaluation (Fig. 4)

➤ CNN with reverse negative 

     sampling outperforms the than other 

     models

➤ Both CNN and Siamese NN 

     outperform AutoMashUpper [4], the 

     rule-based baseline

➤ Subjective evaluation suggests that our proposed models outperform the rule-based system 

     AutoMashUpper [4], we therefore conclude our proposed system is effective

➤ We plan to investigate other objective metrics for performance evaluation and explore the 

     relationship between loops and their arrangement by estimated layout from loop extraction 

     algorithms [2, 3]

https://paulyuchen.com/Neural-Loop-Combiner-Demo/Demo Page: 
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Introduction Datasets Results

Conclusions and Future Work

Table. 1 Statistics of the dataset 

Table. 2 Objective results of different combinations of models Fig. 4. The subjective evaluation results of 
comparing the preference among 5 models
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Fig. 1. The proposed data generation 
pipeline for positive loop pairs

Fig. 2.  Illustration of five loop-pair 
‘negative sampling’ strategies

Fig. 3. Architectures of the CNN and 
SNN models

Proposed System
Data Generation Pipeline

➤ Utilis the loop extraction 

     algorithms [1, 2] to 

     retrieve individual loops 

     and loops used to 

     combined before

➤ Apply loop refinement 

     procedure to get rid of 

     duplicate loops (Fig. 1)

Negative Sampling (Fig. 2)

➤ Within-song negative 

     sampling: create negative 

     loop pairs by shifting, 

     rearranging, reversing one 

     of the loops in a loops pair

➤ Between-song negative 

     sampling: create negative 

     loop pairs by choosing the 

     loops from different songs

Models (Fig. 3)

➤ Train a CNN model to 

     distinguish whether the 

     loop combination is 

     compatible

➤ Train a Siamese NN 

     model to make the 

     positive pair closer and 

     push the negative pair far 

     away in the embedding 

     space


